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Brahm's...More
Than a lullaby
TheSiouxCityS ymphony
will join Dordt's Concert
Choir again this year for
a major musical produc
tion. Last year, the two
groups combined for Beet
hoven's "Mass in C"; this
year they will p r o d u c e
Brahms' "Requiem"in
English. The first major
appearance of the concert
choir, the performance is
scheduled for Friday, Nov.
20, at 8:00 pm. Reserved
floor seats in the Dordt
Auditoriumwill go on sale
Monday at a cost of $1.75.
Bleacher tickets ($1.50)
will be sold at the door on
the evening of the perfor
mance.

The " R e q u i e m " took
ten years to compose and
both the gentlest
and most powerful of
Brahms' music. Brahms
is a musical architectwho
molds his music into the
message of Scripture. He
composed his "Requiem"
as a musical setting for
portions of the Psalms,
Revelation, Matthew and
other parts of Scripture
that contrast man's
sorrow in sin with the
comfort that he has in liv
ing and dying in the Lord
The words of the
"Requiem" are taken out
of the Bible with no at
tempt to twist them into
any kind of rhyme. Thus,
they hit hearers with the
full force of their mean
ing Also, the involvement
of the choir in these texts
adds to the power and the
meaningfulness of their
communication. Mr. Grotenhuis, who directs the
choir, says the members
are now past the stage
where they are busily
concerned with learning
notes and are now feeling
the music and words. The
texts are communicating
God's greatness to them
and as Christians, they
can't help but see both the
genius of Brahms and the
working of G o d through
this man in the composing
of the "Requiem. "
To really get the greatest experience from the
performance of this work,
it would be very ben
eficial to read over the
texts before attending the
"Requiem" performance
Thev are taken from th
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Readers' Forum

Editorial
Of Celebrations and of Songs

by Lambert Zuidervaart

The farce of American national holidays becomes sickeningly evident during
the month of November. Recent Halloween celebrations and the approaching
Thanksgiving and Christmas rituals appear as warty outgrowths of a cancerous,
idolatrous national religion. Brief snatches of a national diagnosis and of relat
ed bits of conversation will focus the spotlight on a sick nation, dancing gleefulagonizedly, having a ball for Baal as it dies:
HALLOWEEN, 1970. Nation has tongue in cheek. Cracks jokes about evil
spirits. Emits cash register cackle--happy sound. Only slightly worried about
children--might eat razor blades in apples or poisoned candy. No questions asked about trick or treating--that's life (American) you know--screw or be
screwed--lots of fun.
-"Too bad about those poor starving children--Never get a sweet tooth, though
(Ha.)."
-"Share your loot with Henry, Harold. Love your neighbor. Good'thought."
-"Want to hear a good joke? Some weirds call this reformation day, talk about
reshaping the world, serving some king. You'd think they believe in s p i r i t s
and sin."
-"Well, never felt better; the normal gastric disturbance, rebel,
rum
blin g s . H a t e t h a t , b u t a f e w t u r n s w i l l t a k e c a r e o f i t . C a n ' t u n d e r s t a n d t h o s e
kids nowadays."
-"Make sure you're ready for the kids; come and buy; let's dance for Demon
Dough together. Keep the dollars rolling in!"
THANKSGIVING^), 1970. Nation very friendly; can't shut smiling, slobbering
mouth. Increased gastric agitation (Get stronger turns). Religious satisfaction
high. Enjoys own guttural gobbling--really talking turkey. Slight tissue deteri
oration, some symptoms of increased visual, oral, aural, and perceptualdeficienies.
-"See, feel me, touch me, heal me."
-'"Thanks Father for our innumerable blessing; You're so good for us. And
bless all those who don't have as much as we (even though we don't care). And
give us this day. . ,more--and more--and. . . . "
--"God bless America, land that I love to love (as she rapes the world). "
-"Eat up, now; no leftovers, ok? Just think of those poor people in China (Ha)."
-"Come everyone that thirsts, dine and wine; come join our waddle-waltz as
we bow and belch before Baal."
CHRISTMAS, 1970. Nation feeling really good, except for severe burning in
digestion. Sleeping well, lots of nice dreams. Laughs easily, hearty "ho ho's"
and light tinkle-jingle giggles. In generous mood during be-kind-to-kids week.
One problem should check on--can't relax, rather nervous (probably a cause of
indigestion).
-"Jingle bells, make more sales, jingle all the day. Oh what fun!"
-"We wish you a merry Christmas, we wish you a merry Xmas, we wish you
a merry $ma$, and a happy new year). "
-"O little town of. . .Santa Claus is coming to town."
-"Is this mine, Daddy? Jees, its big (bigger than Tommy's)."
-"Did you ever see the faces of the children on Christmas morning they look so
xsited?"
-"Let there be peace on earth (Indochina, Latin America, Quebec, U.S.,,,,)
and let it begin with me (me--prince of peace?). "
-"Silent Night, Holy Night, all is bombed, all is blight."
-"Do you want the ideal gift for your children and friends? If so-o-Oh come
let us adore him, Cash, the King. "

A Few Words of Gratitude
September 15, 1970, will live long in our mem
ories as a very special day, thanks to Dordt
students.
T h a t was the day Mrs. DeGroot was taken to a
Sioux City hospital op the verge of any one of sev
eral ominous predictions by an internist, any one
of which might have had terrifying consequences.
Paralysis of throat and face muscles had set in.
Sitting at her bedside, on that night, we watched
for symptoms which would indicate further compli
cations . If the virus infection should spread to
additional nerve endings, a vital organ could be
immobilized.
At midnight the dreaded symptoms had not
appeared; a prayer of gratitude. Two hours later,
six hours later, still all was "holding". Something
had happened to stay the hand of that dreaded
messenger.
Blessings be yours, students of Dordt, you turn
ed the tide! Your hundreds of prayers in her
behalf on that fateful night were acceptable to God.
We felt your prayers at her bedside---unmistakably. If "the prayer of a righteous man availeth
much", what may we then say of the p r a y e r s of
hundreds?
To say "thank you" would be to treat the matter
too lightly. To suppose that we can change the holy
will of our Almighty God is presumptuous. But to
know that fervent prayer can and does "change
things" was amply demonstrated on September 15,
and the following weeks.
Remember the POWER OF PRAYER. Use it of
ten—in asking for divine help as well as in giving
thanks to our wonderful Lord. He does hear our
prayers; He does give us peace of mind; He does
fill our every need—always!
You prayed for Mrs. DeGroot; she is with us and
recovering, slowly but surely. May God bless you,
dear students, we love you all.
The Henry DeGroots

Waist Not, Want Not

"I love filling out polls. " "It interrupted my study."
"I think it's a great idea. " "It's worthless. " "Very,
beneficial. " "Totally irrelevant. " "Excellent idea. "
"Utterly ridiculous. " "Keep it up. ""Give it up."
"Good. " "Stupid. " "Help! "
Now that's what I say! But then what can you ex
pect when you conduct a diet-weight control poll on
Dordt's campus. These are only a few of the com
ments we received. One male student even thought
it was "a waist of time. "
By t h i s time most of you have h e a r d about the
CHIRP groups who launch their one -week campaigns
for the purpose of focusing attention on some cur
How long will our lord God allow this sick nation to revel before Baal, raising rent health topic. The poll which many of you took
a stink to high heaven as she ritualistically, self-righteously, andriotously sac is just one aspect of our program on diet and weight
rifices the lives of His creatures on golden altars? And how long will his chosen control. For those who asked just what we were
people in this nation, his very own Body, gutlessly whimper, rationalize and
prostitute themselves through the wealthy, orgiastic Mammon-Man worship of trying to prove, our main objective in this program
i s to promote good attitudes toward diet. We hope
the God-damning American nation. How long, O Lord, how long?
that it helped you by making you more aware of what
or how much you eat. It also helped us in that it gave

The way we Christians celebrate the holidays will in many ways show how well
we are singing and dancing a new song to our Lord. It is good for C h r i s t i a n
students to ask themselves whether or not God is enjoying our living,scholarly
song-service. Many of us have been asking this question with reference to Re
formation Day and we are discovering that we Christian students are ugly sing
ers and unprofitable servants. We are all out of tune.
Some of us Christian students believe in a weak Lord although we call Him
strong. So we go around constantly p ushing ourselves and other brothers in
Christ until we are all pushed out of shape. We drive ourselves into a frenzy of
(unjholy activity, injuring the lives to which we want to minister, becoming in
sensitive, and losing the joy and peace which we say Christ brings .We are trying
to mightily bring Christ's healing love to others, but we fell because we do not
wait on the Lord, or lean on the rock of our salvation, or patiently tend to t h e
little tasks God has given us. Until we learn to let God do the leading, the sav
ing renewal of life in Christ which we desire, will still be a deforming reformation
that will kill even as it revives the life of Christ's body. Purely theoretical re
formation is a distortion that produces a shrill, forced song that grates on the
ears of our brothers and of our great, faithful God.
O t h e r s o f u s b e l i e v e i n a nonexistent L o r d .H e i s n o t King of o u r s c h o l a r l y
lives, he does not demand total obedience in our work, so that we are not really
his servants either. We are rather comfortable: don't have to struggle mucfi
can leave the studying to those zombie "intellectuals," "live" it up onweekends,
have time for a lot of go s s ip, ignore what's happening in and to God's world
(please see next page)
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us some of your ideas on the topic. Since, of those
who considered it a problem, most were concerned
with overweightness, this is where we are doing
most of our work. For those of you who are average
or underweight, we hope that we have helped you
too by possibly making you aware of which foods are
best for you.
Now for you who have been waiting for the results
of our poll: The large majority of you knew that beef,
chicken, eggs, milk, and fish were protein foods,
but almost 70% of you thought that bacon was too.
Sorry kids, bacon's mostlyfat. Yet while 50% thought
cheese was a fat, it's a great protein. The other
fats on our list were butter, mayonnaise, french
dressing, and chocolate (even though almost half
of you thought chocolate was a carbohydrate). For
carbohydrates that leaves sugar, jelly, potatoes,
bread, oatmeal, pancakes, apples, and coke.
Now before you cut half of these foods from your
diet, remember that no single food is completely
protein, fat, or carbohydrate and you need some of
all three for a healthful diet. We only hope that this
will make you a little more aware of the types of
foods you are eating.
As for the second half of our poll, nearly all the
girls indicated that they were weight conscious while
the guys were about 50-50 in admitting it. And you
poor guys, of the almost 200 girls surveyed, 92
claim to be overweight. Had you noticed? Yet it's
the guys who get the most exercise. Most girls get
less than 4 hours per week. (It's a good thing we
• have P. E. classes.) Concerning diets, you guessed
it, the female sex seems to love 'em and will try
everything from eggs to water--you'd be suprised
at how many have tried that one. Yet the majority
seem to have kept their senses, and when they diet
they just cut down on intake without hurting them
selves* nutritionally, however, with all their dieting,
90% of the girls have never consulted a doctor about
their weight, and for the guys the percentage is
even higher.
What can we conclude from all this? To generalize,
mo st of the students here at Dordt are conscious
about their weight and many are genuinely concerned
about it. At the same time, many don't know quite
what to do about it. These are the people we hope
we can help by urgingyou to watch ycfur weight and
your eating habits. Find out which foods are best
for you and how much you should eat in order to
stay in the best of health.
Since-we do it at least three times a day, eating
is something we take very much for granted. Yet,
like everything else, eating is a wonderful gift from
God, s o let's use it wi s ely in order to keep our
bodies fit for Him.
Happy eating everybody!
Dolli Veenstra, Kathy Beezhold,
Phyllis Eisinga, Marilyn Hybels,
Lois Van De Riet^ Steve
Kalsbeek, Ron Petroelje, and
Dick Ritzema

A Voice For Christian Polhitical Activism
Dordt student,
A few members of the political science club of
Dordt College were invited to a banquet featuring
Congressman Wiley Mayne as speaker. Among the
people present were some Dordt people and repre
sentatives of the various associations of the town of
Sioux Center. After the banquet Congressman Mayne
delivered aspeech, as is the usual procedure at
this kind of meeting.
Congressman Mayne is the man who represents
the N. W. district of Iowa to the U.S. Congress. He
is in a position, where decisions on political, social,
and economic levels are made, which affect all of
the United States. However, not only the United
States is affected by these decisions, but all the
nations of the world.
With this in mind there was no doubt in me that
Congressman Mayne would tackle and talk about one
of the many problems we are facing in this time of
history. There was no doubt in my mind that Con
gressman Mayne would talk about e.g. inflation,
race problems, the ghettos, the university unrest,
the war in Vietnam, the Middle East, the underde
veloped countries, etc. (I could fill this whole Piamond issue with all kinds of problems and .drises).
What I heard of Congressman Mayne were not
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Ustinov's Final Snore
The Thalians solidified
a new tradition, that of the
Thalian "workshop", with
the presentation on Oct.
22,23, 24, and 26 of Peter
Ustinov's Romanoff a n d
Juliet.
Faculty advisor K olden hoven emphasized that the
workshop is designed to
p r e p a r e students f o r
eventual work o u t in the
field. Thus the cast and
crews were limited to the
use of available materials.
T h i s year's workshop
production o p e n e d t h e
door for the presentation
of several new faces on
the Thalian stage. Thus
any carryovers of p a s t
characterizations w e r e
avoided as the main roles
were filled by freshman
Judy Vander P1 a a t s and
Verlyn Vander Top. Perhaps the novelty of Julius
de Jagerrs stage presence
also accounted in part for
his convincing spoof of the
zealous Spy turned zealot
As Death and the Saint
respectively, John Navis
and Larry Meyer ef
fectively f i l l e d t h e i r
cameo walk-on roles;one.
can't resist wondering how
much time Larry spent
before the mirror per
fecting the look of innocent
befuddlement that s a i d

"Don't ask me what time
it is, I just work here. "
Turning to the sig
nificance of the play it
self, the Thalian cast and
crew, under student dir
ector L a r r y Bosma's
leadership, made several
significant comments on
the central religious thrust
of the play, as well as
submitting a Christian
critique for the benefit of
the audience.
T h i s reviewer would
perhaps be wisest simply
to restate the comments
made and concur with
them. But, a few additional
comments can s t i l l be
made.
Ustinov's statement is
not placed in a profound
contest. Western man
(portrayed in the s t o c k
character of Moulsworth)
is presented as the victim
of the production l i n e .
Eastern man (the
blustering Russian Rom
anoff Sr.) is also heart
less in his cold theorization and abstraction of
life. Mrs. Moulsworth's
romantic sentimentalism
merely presents an absurd
and ridiculous counter
point to the others, with
her background musi c
piped in by All-AmericanBoy-Freddie who believes

these issues, but it was something very different.
Thecongressman was able to talk for one hour about
his visits to, and meetings with the President. He
told us how many times he saw the President, how
well received he was, and how he felt, etc.
Then some of us may wonder: what is a congress man ? Are we so complacent as to accept this type
of "report" from a congressman as representative
of his task? I hope not.
Jake Vander Schaaf
(Editorial, cont'd, from p. 2)

in baseball because "it
never lets you down."
Igor and Juliet are the
first ones to break thru the
conditioning of their back
ground. Igor loses his
power of logic, compared
to Juliet's attempt to rat
ionalize her feelings. Both
are seemingly m e r e l y
under the spell of love ,but
their love is within the
context of a country where
history is manipulated and
meaningless and time er
ratic and of no significance
Thus love is abstracted
from real life and trans
ported to this never-never
land.
Romanoff Sr.is thefirst
to hint that his family's
abberations maybe caused
by the climate. "It must
be this confounded country
which is subversive, the
climate, the atmosphere."
And although Marfa, the
supreme rationalist sccffs,
in the end she too suc
cumbs and falls in love
with Freddie.
W h a t is the secret of
this country which
Ustinov, through the
general, calls the "pearl
of the earth", the secret
power which had talked
thru the hearts of all the
lovers ? Love; but love
in a land of make believe.
A land whose boundaries
are only approached in
our dreams.
T h u s the last gasping
effort to grasp Utopia,for
Ustinov, settles down to a
dull snore. The players
end by spelling out
D-R-E - A- M, and the
audience can only respond
by Z-Z-Z-Z-Z-Z-Z.

("Why read the newspapers?"), and generally do not give a hang, because the
Christ in "Christian" does not exist as Lord of students. We can not understand
that even though we're not serious about living as Christian Students, Christ is;
that therefore we perhaps should have the Christian love and honesty to quit
school, to find some nonacademic way to serve the Lord, and to stop slandering
our brothers who are feebly struggling to serve Christ as students. Our slug
gish, lazy song discourages our brothers and bores our Mighty Ruler God t o
tears.
Christian students everywhere must help each other put the armor of God
and to fight to spread Christ's loving shalom to a frenzied world. We n e e d
to plan ourstrategy well and to size up the battle wisely. We should encourage
and demand much of each other. Then our lives, our songs, will please God;
Our Father-Ruler will allow His Kingdom rule to come through us; and He will
tell us "Well done, my good and faithful servants."

th^diaiii^nd^^a^e^

Cool Hand Luke... The Eternal Smik

by Dave DeGroot

Pick up your date, hike over to CI06, soak in the Saturday night
movie, bring your date back, and then lay in bed letting scene
after scene of the movie flick through your mind. The beautiful
bodies. The lust for life. The pride and rebellion. Love without
Christ. Salvation without Christ.
If that was your Saturday night, if s time you made some drastic
changes in your thinking.
Movies are no longer pure entertainment. The days of super
ficial screen morality (the Beach Party movies, Rock Hudson and
Doris Day thrillers, and the Elvis series) went out with short
hair, and the latest shows are becoming carry-alls for pagan ideas
about life. And these pagan ideas, reflecting the hopeless situa
tion of man apart from God, become horribly depressing. The
"big three" that set the pace for current movie trends, "Midnight
Cowboy, " "Alice's Restaurant" and "Easy Rider" concluded with
scenes of deep despair. Hardly shows in which to find relaxation
and entertainment!
Even movies that claim to be Good Clean Family Entertainmert
are shot through with godless ideas about life. "Airport" took a
flippant, nonchristian attitude toward God's laws about marriage.
"Paint Your Wagon" was advertised as "a movie without a plot or
a theme—just a good funny show., " but it contained definite
unchristian messages which were insulting to anyone who takes
the Bible, God's laws, or missionary work seriously. P e r h a p s
these movies are even more deadly than the flagrant X-rated
things . While "Midnight Cowboy" might make an audience sick,
"Airport" will leave subtle, pleasant ideas about Christless love
sex, and marriage that a person thinks about often and eventually
acts upon.
We-can never relax inside a theatre. The powers of darkness
have control of contemporary cinema in a real way. The minute
we let our guard down and merely "enjoy" a movie produced by
the world, we fall into a trap laid by Satan. Movies scatter seeds
of sin in our minds, and unless we sweep them aside immediately
they will take root and eventually bloom.
The fact that a motion picture is shown at Dordt does not puri
fy it. "Cool Hand Luke, "The Green Berets" and "The Heart is
a Lonely Hunter" were equally products of sin-perverted minds,
andwe have no right to say that the four-minute carwash sequence
in "Cool Hand Luke" made the movie any worse that "The Heart
is a Lonely Hunter" which preached a false salvation through god
less human relationships.
(Rather than raising the question: "Is a particular movie fit to
show here in Dordt?" we should seriously discuss whether any
movie based on a godless philosophy should be shown at DordtT
Perhaps the old church fathers who banned movie attendance
weren't totally senile. The Reader's. Forum remains open for
your replies, and the Cannon is planning a special issue on film
next January.)
So "Cool Hand Luke" came to Dordt as a part of a program to

fill Saturday nights with the type of activity Dordt students want
ed. The show was strangely humorous, often symbolic, occasion
ally crude, and finally depressing. And then there was that girl
in the short skirt. And the guy with the reflecting sunglasses. And
Luke's eternal smirk. What was it all about?
If you didn't at least try to answer that question from a Chris
tian point of view, you had no business seeing the show.
"Cool Hand Luke"was not a realistic film, and it was not in
tended to be. Reality was warped and distorted to fit the godless
philosophy of the producers. The world (in their eyes) was a
cruel prison farm run by an a 1 o o f, uncaring God who wore sun
glasses (so you couldn't tell who he was watching or what he was
thinking) and liked to shoot things; the common men were forced
to conform to this unsmiling God's rules, and they were reason
ably comfortable unless they tried to break out of their assigned
places; and Luke was the misfit in God's world who "./anted to
bring happiness and freedom to his oppressed fellow men. It was
clearly evident by the end of the film that Luke was meant to re
present more that just a prisoner in a road gang—he was a
superhuman hero.
To the unchristian, Luke might have been a type of Christ—if
Christ was a mere man who spread happiness among other men
by self-sacrifice, high ideals, and superhuman strength. To the
Christian, Luke was not a Christat all, but a sinful, proud, arro
gant man who shook his fist at God and smirked in His face even
as the final bullet struck home. Luke went to his knees twice in
the film, but both times were only outward reactions to circum
stances: his heart remained cold and untouched. If Luke would
have only listened to all the words of the song; "Who with me my
burden shares? None but Thee..." Then he might have dropped
to his knees in broken-heartedrepentence and desire to lose him
self in Christ.
The film could have been dangerous to any Christian who saw
it with the single purpose of being entertained. An open, uncriti
cal mind would soak in ideas of pride, rebellion, mistrust of
authority, or lawlessness. Simpler mentalities might get hung
up on the blonde or some of the language. (When "CoolHandLuke"
was shown in Sunnyside, Washington, one sponge-minded young
man got hung-up on the eggs--he ate 37 and then threw up.) God
less ideas are dangerous playthings; we must recognize them for
what they are, and then reject them completely.
Saturday night at the movies is no game. We need every piece
of our Christian armor in place if we are to benefit from what we
see, and if we aren't prepared to view movies such as "Cool Hand
Luke" in that spirit, we had better find some kind of "entertain
ment" to take the place of motion pictures.
Meanwhile: let's not ignore the struggling artists who are try
ing to produce Christian films and the little motion picture com
panies that are backing them. Film is a powerful medium; there
is a great need for Christians to become involved with it.

A Place To Stand

by Student Council Member - Fred Heerema

Is that what you're looking for as a Christian student at Dordt or have you found it? A certain group on campus, namely the Dordt
College Student Association is Struggling with that too-in fact we're
"dying" to find out what it means to be the Studerit, Council! What
is a Christian College ? The questions just keep coming, so let's
test the spirits, shall we ?
More than anything else your student Council wants to lead the
student body of which they are a part, to a recognition of what our
callings as students are- what does it really mean? Lest I be de
spairing, let me elaborate on our struggles.
Council decided that class officers as such (independent from the
Student Council) made for financial uncertainties. Council's deci
sion aroused a healthy interest amongst the student body on the
matter of representation which led to the Symposium of October 17.
In retrospect, what did the symposium accomplish? Did everyone
get a chance to say their piece, or were we engaged in a real basic
struggle of the fundamentals ? Council did view this whole question
of "representation" as a basic to the sturcture of the council itself.
What we as students together spoke about and must continue to speak
about is how we serve our Lord in our Student Association. Of
course, we're directed to Him - that must go without saying, or
close the doors of Dordt College; but are we structured, set up in
our foundations to really serve Him as Council and students? We're
not going to be if you deny Council it's leadership task, and we as
council members lose sight of our calling and office before God by
forgetting that you exist. Maybe what we need to do a whole lot

mo re is hash over the basic "gut" concerns of our college commun
ity. As part of that college, if we're not, we should see what we
are, we students have offices to fulfill. Negligence is one thing we
can't afford to have here.
That's one area where Council has been concerned, there are
numerous others:
a.) Committee representation - Council appointedstudents to ful
fill their part in the college here.
b.) Dr. Ribbens solicited Councilfor suggestions for possible pro
grams arranged through the Colleges of Mid-America of which
Dordt is a unique part.
c.) Fine arts Committee appointed towork on Fine Arts Festival.
Council saw a need for this type of enrichment in our community.
d.) 1970-71 Maranathon series. Council questioned whether this
was a concern proper to our various clubs or to the Student Coun
cil. We'd like both to work on this series. It's for all of us.
e.) Relations with other colleges. We aren't an island in the sea.
Much can be gained and given by communications with sister col
leges and CMA colleges. Here also, Dordt reaches out.
f.) Chereleaders w e r e chosen for this year. Council has asked
the cheerleaders to draw up a principle statement for cheerleading.
These are some of the areas of our concern. We're all in it for
our Lord and each one of us is in the Dordt College student body.
That's something to be cherished. Will you help us to answer our
questions? After all, we do have places to stand don't we? Christ
cr' -<ted them.
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What Generation Gap?
by Janet Vlieg
Every week there's a happening going on that psychologists and
social workers all over the world can't figure out. There is sup
posed to be an unbridgable gap between youth and their p a r e n t
generation. How can youngpeople possibly communicate with those
of a generation even older than their parents ?
This wonder takes place every Tuesday evening from 7pm until
9pm when a number of Dordt students take the time to visit t h e
housing development for senior citizens just a block off campus.
Assuming the name of Homesteaders,this group gets together in
formally with about forty residents in the recreation room to sing,
enjoy nature slides or play games, not to mention fingerpainting
and fixing toys for charity.
Half-way through the evening, the older ladies take pleasure in
serving coffee and tea, along with homemade cakes and cookies.
Then as one Homesteader put it, "we just sit and talk. It's like
talking to your own Grandpa or Grandma. "Another girl put it this
way, "they have as much fun as we do. It's really their special
night and we just love to go over there. "
How did it all get started? About three years ago, a class of
Dordt students, along with Dr. Frank Calsbeek, went over to visit
the elderly people as a group studying community life and recre
ation. The residents of the home enjoyed the visits so much, the
practice was continued the following year as a club called the
Homesteaders. Dr. Calsbeek remained as faculty advisor to the
club which is now fifteen members strong.
The future sees two talent programs: one to be put on by the
Homesteaders, the other by the elderly folks. Whatever happened
to the generation gap?

Trinity, October 31.

Early Saturday morning, Oct. 31, a large orange bus, pulling a
caboose full of sleeping bags behind it, drove onto the campus of
Trinity Christian College. From a distance its approach had al
ready been followed by the sound of singing streaming from its
windows. Hie night air was damp, but spirits were not. The oc
casion was caused by the call to celebrate the continuing of the Re
formation since 1517. A call to which forty-nine students from
Dordt responded.
The original idea for the celebration had come from a number
of Trinity students as they discussed the need for more contact
among fellow Christian students, especially among the sister col
leges, Dordt, Trinity, and Calvin. So, the call went out and plans
were quickly made for a gathering on the campus of Trinity on Re
formation Day.
On Saturday three events were planned, others were spontaneous.
At 1:00pm Prof. C. T. Mclntire, of the history department at Tri
nity, talked about "Reformation: Then and Now." He b e g a n by
giving the setting of the Reformation in the 16th century when the
instituted church controlled the entrance and way to "grace. "But
the Reformation took hold in the hearts of the people as the power
of the Word of God was felt in all of its healing force. In a time
similar both to our own time and that of the collapse of the Roman
empire, the power of Christ came to fill the spiritual emptiness.
But also during this time, the spirit of new humanism offered its
own salvation through the power of reason. As humanism g r e w
stronger, the state finally triumphed over the church and by 1650
the power of the Reformation had been eroded. The global vision
of the task of the people of God was reduced to five points.
Mclntire further explained how in contemporary America both
business and the state combine to control the spiritual direction of
American society. Citizenship is confused with membership in a
spiritual community. People are educated to be good citizens and
the state is looked to for all the answers. Business enterprise has
become the new social organization with the technique of controlling
life worked out to the maximum.
The whole American way of life is empty, and this spiritual col
lapse is working itself out in every segment of life.
Mclntire then asked about the place of Christianity in this sit
uation. At Present, he pointed out, the concept, Ecclesia reformada
est (The Reformed church is always reforming) which came out of
the 1517 Reformation, has been lost. The 'ecclesia' is equated
strictly with the instituted church and the last part of the state
ment is knocked out.
Our only hope is in the power of the Lord to make men into new

by Karen Van Til
creatures. Mclntire said, "Those outside of Christianity must
see what it means to be remade. Those inside must be reformed."
With this comes what Mclntire termed "integral evangelism."
"Every side of life is lived out of Christ's hand. Christ holds all
things together...." "Thus everything we do as Christians has
cosmic significance and speaks the word of healing."
Following Mclntire, Bill, Cal, and Marcy, students at the Institute
for Christian Studies and Trinity led the group in singing unto the
Lord, something that was done throughout the entire weekend.
In the evening Prof. Pete Steen, of Geneva College, stressed that
we must remember who God is, we must wait on him, praise him,
and remember that he is with us.
It is paramount to remember that God is our creator andwhat
this means in our lives. We must not reduce creation to a mere
term or judgement, Steen emphasized.
Perhaps the most difficult point to accept and yet the most im
portant one to those present, was the need we all have to "wait on
the Lord." "Be faithful in the little things, because the Lord will
do the big things, "Steen said. Tie father of impatience, the father
of impatience, the father of revolution is Satan. For Christians to
have the patience "to study in this world, away from the things that
rock us, takes a miracle of grace. "
"We must praise the Lord, "Steen continued, "and have the 'am
munition to pass'."
Steen emphasized that what we can pass is Shalom, which first
means we are anchored in Christ. The spirit of the power of God
is alive in our hearts.
After Sunday afternoon worship with parents, teachers and our
fellow students from Trinity, Geneva, Calvin, Dordt, and the ICS,
we boarded our orange bus once again for the trip home. Most of
us were wiped out Monday morning after riding all night andarriving on the Dordt parking lot at 5:30am Monday. Some students
went to class anyway not even attempting to get any sleep before
their 7:30 classes. Others slept though, both inside and outside of
class.
Perhaps some would say the weekend trip to Chicago was foolish,
irresponsible, and a waste of time. If so, talk to any one of the
students who want You won't get the same axiswers from all. Nfay
of us reacted differently to the various situations of the weekend.
But most or us returned knowing once again in our hearts that Dordt
is not alone in seeking to do the will of God, and we can "Hold
hearts" as Bill, Cal, and Marcy sang, as we work together in the
beautiful playground of God's creation.

L
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More Than Klompen and Cheese

by Jake Vander Schaaf

Many people emmigrated from Europe to the United States and
Canada in the latter part of the 19th and 20th centuries. All kinds
of different nationalities came together in the new world, crossing
the ocean by boat or by plane. Some were Roman Catholics from
Italy or France; others were Protestants from Scotland, Sweden
and The Netherlands, to mention only a few. All these different
nationalities took with them their own cultural, linguistic,and social
background, none completely breaking with the way of life of the
country from which they had come.
In this article, I will focus on our cultural, linguistic, and social
background which has its roots in The Netherlands. But before
doing this, I would like to refer to two events which happened last
year right here on Dorclt Campus.
In one of The Diamond issues of last year, Myron Blum, a former
Dordt student, wrote satirically about the possibility of insitiuting
a Dutch history course into the educational program of Dordt Col
lege ("E Pluribus Klompena!" The Diamond, October 3, 1969). He
wrote, "Now is the time to institute a Dutch Studies program, "ob
viously dissatisfiedwiththe great influence our Dutch heritage still
has on the people of our community. Myron wanted a further break
with our Dutch background thus becoming more American in our
approach.
Another incident happened to me personally. Having introduced
the chapel speaker, someone approached me afterwards and asked
who had invited me to make the introduction. He was of the opinion
that since the service was radio broadcast, someone could easily
have identified Dordt with Dutch;the fear of remaining "too Dutch"
was evident, here too.
What can we do about this problem (if it is a problem) or re
maining too close to our Dutch culture in a different country?
In my opinion it is historically impossible to break completely
with our Dutch version of Christianity; our expression of the Chr
istian faith is deeply rooted in the Dutch tradition. It was during
the persecution of the followers of Calvin that the Lowlands be
came the bastian of the true Reformed faith. Due to develppments
in this area, after many years, the Reformed faith started to ex
press itself in a different way; specifically a Dutch expression of
Biblical Christianity. That is why an expression of Biblical Chr
istianity must always be seen in the context of the historical and
culturals developments of a country; that is why it is different in
Asia or Africa, for example, than in North America.
Nearly all of us at Dordt College are of Dutch origin: some were
born in The Netherlands, others were born here, but, their parents,
grandparents, or even great-grandparents were born on the other
side of the ocean. But all of us have been brought up in the Dutch
expression of Biblical Christianity (one need only refer to the name
of our college)! Therefore, to break completely with our Dutch
background would be impossible and not historical.
As Plantinga writes in the June, 1970 issue of the Vanguard,
"... once Reformed faith is to rn out of its social, cultural, and
historical context, it is no longer the same faith. " But this does
not mean that we cannot develop a North American version of Bib
lical Christianity! On the contrary, that has to be our goal. But it
has to be rooted in the Dutch tradition, whether we like it or not!
To become effective in North America we have to understand
the roots of our Reformed thinking se we can see ourselves more
clearly in our relationship with fellow Christians and also nonChristian peoples. What does this mean for Dordt College?
The study of our tradition is important, so maybe we should
have available for all the study of our Dutch language, and not only
tothePre-Sems. Also a Dutch history course would give us a better
understanding of the Dutch tradition, making us see more clearly
the historical, social, and cultural background of our faith so we
can disentangle ourselves from the Dutch version of Biblical
Christianity. Not to allow a person with a Dutch accent to speak
in chapel would be a very superficial solution.
To give a Christian answer to the problems confronting America
today is of great importance but, let us not forget that North
rica is only a small part of God's creation. We have to subdue
the whole earth, not only United States and Canada and our "little
corner of the world. "This means that we should study other ways
of life. What about the neighbouring countries of South America,
for example? Just recently, Chile choose by way of free elections
a Marxist way of life. Maybe we could have prevented this election
result by realizing that South American problems must also be
seen in the light of their own social, cultural, and historical con
text. Again, I would s ugge s t that the study of their history and
language will help us to understand their problems. And if students
are interested and consequently want to learn their language, the
Dordt administration should not refuse their demands and offer
a Spanish language in their curriculum.
In conclusion then, fellow students, I hope that you realize the
importance and influence of the whole cultural backgr cund upon
our present life and education. In response, we should earnestly
seek to understand this background, our own and those we wish to
help.
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Thalians , Musicians
Prepare
Hansel and Gretel

1/

11

The music and drama
departments are involved
in the production of the
Opera,Hansel and Gretel,
composed byEngelbert
Humperdinck. This is one
of the biggest musiodrama
productions ever put on at
Dordt. It is under the dir
ection of Mr.Warmink from
the music department,and
Mr.Koldenhoven from the
drama department.
Hansel andGretel is the
charming fairy tale about
two children who go out in
the forest with their par
ents and get lost. They
come upon a candy house
and at that point their ad
ventures begin.
There is a large cast
involved in the production
Hansel-Helen Veltkamp
Gretel-Sharon Tolsma
Father-Jerry Vreeman

Calendar
ON CAMPUS

Cannonballs

for70-71

P l a n s f or t h i s y e a r ' s
issues of the Cannon are
being made, reports Dave
Mother-Ilia Vande Kerk De Groot, editor. The
Bad Witch-Jim Peterson themes for the six up
Worse Witch-Kelli Keller coming issues have been
Dew .Fairy—Coni Boeve chosen.
Sand Fairy—Jenine Bird
The next Cannon, which
GLenda Buteyn and Nancy will appear in the latter
Vander Woude have been part of November, will
chosen as alternates for center its theme around
the Dew Fairy and Sand the subject "Music." In
Fairy roles. Sandy Hoog- December, the staff plans
w e r f , Mildred Bleeker, to come out with a "Joy"
Linda Venhuizen,Dorinda i s s u e , u s i n g c r e a t i v e
VerHoeven, Barb DeWitt, writing to portray the life
Linda Tuuk, Marsha Klein- of Christ and His meaning
wolterink, Corane Peters, at Dordt College. The Can
and Lorraine De Raadare non scheduled for the end
cast as angels in the pro of January will deal main
duction. Thirty children ly with the topic "Film. "
from the grade school will biFebruary and Midalso appear in the opera. March two "Revolution"
The production dates are issues are proposed—
Dec. 17,18,19, and 21. " R e v o l u t i o n , P a r t I :
There will also be after Authority," and "Rev
noon matinee perfor o l u t i o n , P a r t I I : E d 
m a n c e s f o r s c h o o l ucation. " Like the Item
children from this area. last year, the last issue
Charlotte Miller of the Cannon will be a
, satirical issue.
Jean Brouwer
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Pianists
Invade Campus
In O c t o b e r , science
people invaded Dordt's
campus. On Nov. 9 & 10,
two professors of music
from the University of
Michigan will visit Dordt,
conducting workshops and
presenting an evening concert. Duo - pi an is ts,
Eugene Bossart and Char
les Fischer will perform
at Dordt as part of their
cross country tour.
The pianists, sponsored
by StudentCouncil and the
Music Department a r e
well qualified in their pro
fession. Dr. Fischer has
recently been appointed
harpsichordist of the U of
M Baroque Trio. For the
past eight years, Dr.
Bossart has been the ex
clusive accompanist for
Metropolitan Opera bari
tone, Robert Merrill.
The accomplished duo
will conduct m a s t e r
classes for piano students
on Monday, Nov. 9. Dr.
Bossart will focus on the
art of a c c o m p a n y i n g ,
while Dr. Fischer will
deal with solo piano.
The concert will be held
on Nov. 10, at 8:00 pm in

the choir room. Their con
cert, divided into four
parts, features many fam
ous composers, Bach and
Mozart head off the pro
gram with an Allegro from
Bach's Toccata and the D
Major Sonata K.448 by
Mozart. Numbers by
Brahms, Rachmaninoff,
Poulenc, Davernoy, and
L u t i sl a v s k y f i l l o u t t h e
program.
The duo-pianists have
presented a similar con
cert at Barry College, as
part of their tour. Doris
Reno, the Herald music
editor reviewed this pro
gram. She gave the con
cert a very favorable re
view: "In this period of
dwindling interest in duopianism, Bossart and
Fischer breathe new life
into a keyboard art that is
always chancy and often
resented by lovers of piano
literature." She also re
ferred to their style as
young-hearted and not
stereo-typed or dry.
Sue Maatman

Humane Education

Thalians
More Play

Jewel Meppelink
Nov. 6—Friday, Chorale Fall Music Festival, Big gym,
"Contagion is the gist of feels that classes should
8:00pm.
teaching. You m u s t b e l i e v e n o t h a v e t o m e e t t h e s a m e ^ g r o u p o f T h a l i a n s
Nov. 7--Saturday, Children's Drama Fun Night, C106, so much'in what you are amount of time everyday, and friends will be off to
2:30 pm
doing that it rubs off on all yearlong. Although Minneapolis next weekend
Nov. 8—Sunday, Coffee in Commons and activities in your students!"
the lecture is often the Nov. 13 and14. The group
C106, 8:45pm.
Dordt's education stu- primary method of teach- plans to view Nobel Prize
Nov. 10--Tuesday, Bossart and Fischer Piano Duo,
dents, members of Jhi ingused, HoogeveenwinnerIsayevichSolzhenMusic Building, 8:00pm.
Kappa Sigma, were chal— asserts that the lecture itsyn s play A Play at
Nov. 13—Friday, Travelogue--"Face of Sweden, " by lenged by Mr . Robert method is the sickest the Tyrone Guthrie Thear*
Gene Goetz, Big gym, 8:00pm.
Hoogeveen, principal of method of teaching!"
ter. Based on life in a
—Friday, Mr. Sokol from the University of
the Sheldon Community
The Variable Modular Russian prison camp and
Iowa law school will be in the Commons to talk to
High School, to critically System is an attempt to incidentiLy,banned in Rusinterested students, ll:00-12:30pm.
analyze our present sys- rectify these situations. sia seven years ago, "A
Nov. 14—Saturday, Social Activity, C106, 8:00pm.
tern of education.
Basic to this system is the play" according to the
Nov. 15—Sunday, Coffee in Commons, 8:45pm.
Our educational system idea that "education must perspective of a Ebs M)inss
Nov. 16—Monday, Freshman pictures, 12-4pm.
has serious difficulties be humanized and person- Register reporter, "isa
—Monday, Phi Kappa Sigma, film: "Child's
which are hampering edu- alized." The teachers and universal parable that
Perspective, Conservation", 7:30pm.
national opportunities, students must become per-tells of the power of the
Nov. 17—Tuesday, Sophomore pictures, 12-4pm.
This means loss of oppor- sonally involved in learn- spirit to transcend opNov. 18—Wednesday, Junior pictures, 12-4pm.
tunityfor students to learn ing. Opportunity is its key pression and find freedom
Nov. 20— Friday, Brahms "Requiem, " featuring the
and for teachers to teach, word.
within itself.
Sioux City Symphony and the Dordt College Concert T h i s s y s t e m a t t e m p t s t o T h e M o d u l a r S y s t e m h a s
qhe group also hopes
Choir, Big gym, 8:00pm.
rpmove the aoathv which established three goals to to see the dramatic preNov. 21—Saturday, Movie—"Lord Jim, " C106, 8:0Q)m Ss killed students inter- facilitate this process. sentation of "Ceremonies
est in learning and has These goals are to indmd- and Dark old Men, " a
OFF CAMPUS
often stifled teachers'in ^lize instruction, pro-realistic contemporary
terest in teaching fessionalize the role of piay dealing with the life
Nov. 6—Friday, Hospital Auxiliary Bazaar, Public
There are several cur- the teacher and refine the of a family in Harlem,
Library, 9:00pm.
Barb Dykstra
rent educational practices curriculum.
--Friday, Soup Supper, Lebanan CRC, 5-8i3Q?m which Mr. Hoogeveen feels Individualized instrucNov. 7—Saturday, Hockey—Drake University vs Dordt are indefensible. One is tion can never be comBlades, Sioux City Auditorium, 8:00am.
that courses can only be pletely realized, but a
The curriculum is re
--Saturday, Hockey—Drake University vs Dordt completed when school teacher must keep in mind
fined on the teacher's iniBlades, Sioux City Auditorium, 8:30pm.
closes. He
also feels that a student's- -—
interests, i-iarivp Tn Bheldon much
cioses.
neaisuicciouma^uuv...
Nov. 9--Monday, Blackwood Bros, Concert, George
it is impossible to gat any aptitude motivation and «
^
^
Community High School Gym, 8:00 pm
personal
involvement
in
home
influence
Lvard
an
improved
curNov. 13—Friday, Hockey—Dordt Blades vs.Drake
l e a r n i n g i n a class of
A teacher should be rerp. v e ~ r s a 0 - o
h
University, Des Moines Ice Arena, 9pm.
twenty or more people, lievedofnon-professional
•Q
J
®
Nov. 14—Saturday, Hockey--Dordt Blades vs. Drake
S t u d e n t s should not be jobssuchas clerical work
seventy-four
University, Des Moines Ice Arena, 8pm.
lumped together by grade and supervising. This
offered
Nov. 16—Monday, Sioux County Concert Series,
level. This involves all work can be done by nonModuiar s^tem
Northwestern College Auditorium, 8:00pm.
the students in the same professional people and
ctaQS_
Nov. 17—Tuesday, Discovery II: "The Instituted
t
e
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n
d
t
h
e
s
a
m
e
i
n
t
e
r
n
s
a
l
l
o
w
i
n
g
t
h
e
t
e
a
c
h
are nlneteen mods
Church in History, " by Dr. Gordon Spykman,8:0Q)m
classroom material ig- er time to prepare for aday,eachtwenty minutes
Nov. 20—Friday, Basketball--Dordt Defenders vs.
}
noringall individual dif- classes and to assist stuMartin Luther College.
(please
turn to Pa«e 8>
ferences. Mr. Hoogeveen dents.
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Hulst, Olthius Address
Make Room
Science Symposium
For A Prayer
"One of the rooms in
T h e i r cultic activities
creation
is the house of
were expressed in varying
What is the relationship blems, were portrayed sible Christian implications
forms--eg.the tabernacle
b e t w e e n t h e B i b l e a n d Friday morning by Dordt's of some recent develop prayer. We call this
house
of
prayer
the
of the period of wandering
ments
in
gal
a
cti
c
ast
Westra
and
Dr.
Frank
science? Four attempts to
changed to the temple of
Church
in
exclusion
to
all
Cassel,
a
zoologist
from
ronomy-galactic
dis
formulate an answer to
the
other
rooms--this
is
the kingdom.
this question marked the North Dakota State Uni tances, the red shift and
The New Testament
a
serious
reduction."
Dr.
versity.
According
to
Dr.
black holes.He emphasized
opening of the second
people
of God were the ecJames
Olthuis
dealt
with
Christian Scientific Sym Cassel,the most pressing the Christian perspective
clesia,the
people called of
the
"house
of
prayer"
in
posium, held October 22 need is n o t for develop of Psalm 8, as to man's
God.
The
fact
that the word
the
first
Disco
very
II
lec
ment of new technological place and task in creation- and 23 here at Dordt.
e
c
c
l
e
s
i
a
r
e
f
e
rs to more
ture,
"The
Institutional
Rev. J. B. Hulst was the solutions, but for an "ap the theme of the .entire Church in Biblical Per
than
cultic
worship,Olthuis
first to address the 70 plication of what tech symposium. Man "made spective, " on October 21
said, is indicated by the
visiting scientists, Dordt nology we already know" a little lower than God. . .
in
the
Sioux
Center
public
way Paul and Peter address
students, and Dordt fac in such areas as air pol crowned with glory and
the subjects of marriage,
library.
ulty, assembled in the old lution and famine control. honor" is to "havedom
government, the family
Dr
.Olthuis'main
thesis
gym. He emphasized that A thoroughly consistent i n i o n o v e r t h e w o r k s o f
was
that
to
proclaim
a
directly
to those Christians
this relationship can not application of Christ's law Thy [God's] creation."
Biblical
view
of
the
instit
involved
in these areas
be properly understood of love, he contended,
utional
church
we
m
u
s
t
rather
than
through coun
when science and the Bible would result in lowering Note: This series of lec
d
i
s
t
i
n
q
u
i
s
h
b
e
t
w
e
e
n
t
h
e
cil
or
elders.
are viewed as abstractions. our won luxurious stand tures will be printed and
"The Scriptural witness,"
Instead we must recognize ard of living.As Mr .Westra be made available to stud Church as the Whole Body
of
Christ
and
the
church
O
l
thuis summed up, " i s
that Scripture--having pointed out, however, a ents later in the semester.
as
organized
for
the
pur
that
the place for con
been used by the Holy change in attitude will
fession
given by the Lord
pose
of
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Spirit to redeem and re come only when "man is
of
worship.
This
allows
won't
change
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takes
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will."
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of
class
time
and
three
the other areas in which
scientist's performance of pletely seperate from
formed
in
j
o
y
and
in
the
minutes
of
"green
time"
nature, will endup
the body of Christ is at
his task.
prayer
that
our
Lord
will
Dr. James Olthuis from "smashingit," as he tries during which students are work (family life, bus
come quickly.
the Institute for Christian to make nature serve him. permitted to move in the iness, art, politics,etc.)
After a coffee break, Dr.
halls.
Classes
may
or
radiate like spokes. To
S t u'di e s , continued by Christian stewardship—
Olthuis
answered ques pointing out that the Word "the realization that we may not be longer than make the wheel, both the
Hons,
further
explaining
spokes and the hub are
of God must be seen in its must answer before God one mod.
some
of
his
ideas,for
ex
A
student's
time
is
div
needed; the instituted
fullest context—not only as to what we did with
ample,
the
"inhale-exhale
as Scripture and the c r e a t i o n " — i s t h e c h i e f ided into approximately church must prepare its
Christian Word—but also solution to a basically sixty percent structured members to go out and t h e s i s . " T h i s h a d t o d o
time and forty percent un work in these other areas, w i t h t h e c h u r c h a s t h e
as the Word which struc spiritual problem.
CI06 was full and over structured time which he so that the witness of the place where the Word in
tures creation. Tracing
out this "structure for" flowing as Friday's second may use as he wishes. Church is not reducedto its central meaning is in
creation is the job of sci- session, "A Christian However, if a student be the witness of the instit haled by Christians so that
they can exhale the Word
ience. Only in surrender View of the Origin of Life," comes a problem either uted church.
as it specifically applies to
When
he
began
showing
academically
of
behaviorto Christ through the in- began. Dr. Duane Gish,
the problems they are
what
the
instituted
church
ally,
his
unstructured
time
scripturatedWord
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Bible professor at Calvin, of the origin of life.Since If a student can meet the
together
without
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tury
ideas
about
the
church
behavioral
objectives
es
and Dr. Robert Vander t h e e v o l u t i o n i s t c a n n o t
Vennen .Trinity Chemistry accept anything other than tablished for the course into the Bible. "In the Old and rumor spreading, so
Department .presented the the theory he is trying to by the teacher, he may Testament, the Church that the Lord can make the
third and fourth papers of prove, much of his work enter another level of in was God's covenant people answers to o u r problems
the afternoon. Both ana is really"pseudo-science." struction called a phase. who had to be faithful to clear.
Nanci Kreps
lyzed some of the views T h e c h a n c e o r i g i n o f The goal is a system in Yahweh in all they did.
prevelant in the Christian simple organic canpoundq which each individual is
community on the relation macro-molecules, com permitted to complete as
ship of the Bible to sci plex metabolically active many phases as he is cap
ence. A challenge to Dr. systems ,andthe first cell, able of completing.
Mr. Hoogeveen observed
Vander Vennen to put into can simply not be explained
Two members of the where else.
practice our theories of plained on the basis of the "We swallow education
When asked about their
Navy's
Officer Infor
the positive, intrinsic re evolutionists primitive like medicine. Something
feeling
toward an allmation
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visited
the
lationship between Scrip earth model.The Christian that is educational is not
volunteer
army, both
Dordt
College
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on
tural revelation and sci must accept the Genesis desirable." However, the
replied
that
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28.
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to
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formal lecture session.
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out
that
this
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acquaint
students
with
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"The Christian and never conflict with true System has been enthus
Modern Technology" was science. Respondant Dr. iastic. Perhaps a careful various programs of the bably won't happen in the
the topic for the Thursday W.Hearn, in biochemistry evaluation and re-struct Navy and military service near future because of
e v e n i n g l e c t u r e , a s t h e at Iowa State University, uring of our educational in general. The two of lack of funds. The funds
e m p h a s i s s h i f t e d t o on the other hand, viewed system can improve our ficers were also qualified are needed so that the
specific areas of scientific the Genesis account as current educational prac to help students plan their military can compete with
endeavor. Dr. Kingsley "theparabolic presen- tice so that learning and future with respect to other job opportunities
and make military service
Elder ,a physics instructor tation of a religious teaching can be effective military service.
more attractive. They
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at the Rochester Institute truth. . . rich enough to and enjoyable.
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pointed out that the
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The effects of ir mind."
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ification
tests to students.
responsible use of tech A b a n q u e t a n d l e c t u r e
They found that the
This
is
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first step in
nology and resources, and brought the 1970 Scientific
attitudes toward military
becomingaNavy
Officer.
the Christian's role in the Symposium to a close. Rev.
service are about the
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same at Dordt as any
resulting ecological pro H o d g s o n s u g g e s t e d p o s 
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Varsity. JV Get Ready
by Bill de Jager

Varsity

Junior Varsity

Roger Arenholz
Steve Crull
John Keizer
Arlo Kreun
Ray Leenstra
Larry Louters
Randy Niewenhuis
Ron Petroelji
Curt Streelman
Warren Vander Pol
Art Vander Wilt
Roger Walstra

Ron de Groot
Glen Droge
Mike Eekhoff
Gary Flikkema
Dan Gritter
Ron Halma
Lee Luhrs
David Koning
Ron Kroonenberg
Tim Scheibout
Verlyn Westra
Phil Wiersma
John Zandstra

Coach: Len Rhoda
Manager: Dick Ritzema

Coach: Syne Altena
Manager: Darryl Ulferts

Working out vigorously from four to six every
Monday to Friday, Dordt *s basketball teams are get
ting ready for the upcoming season.
Rhoda's varsity team of twelve hustlers show the
teamwork and coordination that's hard to beat. Al
though I realize that teamwork is essential to any
sport, seniors Walstra, Louters, Vander Pol and
Kreun will have to be the big guns if the Defenders
want to play ball to win. Keizer is back and per
sonally I'm glad to see him playing ball. The sur
prizing thing about this year's varsity is that, be
side the one junior on the team (Steve Crull) and
the seniors mentioned above, sophomores dominate
the roster. Leenstra and Streelman have the heigtt
but need more playing experience. Petroelji looks
very consistent and along with Arenholz, Niewen
huis and Vander Wilt, he will be playing the type of
ball next year that we expect from our seniors this
year. Varsity starts the season on the road and we
hope that they can come home with a coupfeoFwins
in their bag. They look sharp and I think that with
that quiet determination of Coach Rhoda and a team
that doesn'tneed athletic scholarships to get the best
out of a athlete, Dordt's Defenders might surprise
some of their opponents this year. Let's hope North
western is one of them!
Altena's job as Junior Varsity coach is tough.
Individually, the freshman ballhandlers look like
all-stars from high school basketball. But to try to
put them together and make a team out of them is
tough. They can shoot, they have good height but
before Junior Varsity is about to play good basket
ball, Altena will have to mold the players into a well
co-ordinated team. I think he has a good roster to
work with and with basketball experience of his cal
ibre , the J. V. 's can pump in a few baskets and win
some games.
Basketball is the top sport on this campus and I
think that the guys on Varsity and Junior Varsity
are going to play like they know that fact very welL
I hope that both teams have a rewarding season.

100 Mile Club Set Your Own Pace
Ron Sjoerdsmais lead
ing in the 100 mile club
and has run 30 miles
while Bruce Ribbens is
second with 22 miles com
pleted. Maria Monsma
and Eileen Beninga are
holding down third and
fourth p l a c e s with 22
miles and 18 miles res
pectively. Rosie Vermeer
and Jennie Wester are
fifth with 16 miles each.

Rick Esselink, Kathy
Vander Pol and Margaret
Boskers have each run 14
miles. Three individuals
have run 12 miles, 7 have
run 10 and 10 have run 5
miles. Anyone who runs
100 miles or more this
semester will receive a
trophy. In order to re
ceive class participation
points, a minimum of 25
miles must be run this
semester.

Dordt
Sports
The men began play on
Tuesday evening at 7:15.
They have twelve teams
which are divided into an
A and B league also. The
A League consists of the
Bolly Voilers, Ben's Bun
nies, M.A.S.H., Fantas
tic Freshmen, Andy's
Army and the Intellect-1
uals.
The Intellectuals
are a faculty team headed
by Mr. Altena.
The B League is made
up of G.T. A. E. 'ers, the
Synthesizers, the Hydra,
DasRaey Devils, Peter's
E a s te r s and the Avant
Garde.

POINT SYSTEM
L ooking at the total pi c ture we see that the soph
omore class is leading in
the point system. They
have 181 points while the
nearest rival, the fresh
men, have 122 p o i n t s .
Next come the s e n i o r s
with 106 points followed
by the juniors with a mere
57 points .
HOCKEY
With two hours of skating
practise in Des Moines ,and
a one hour training program
every weekday, the Sioux
Center Blades are making
the lastminute pre
parations for their opening
games against Drake Uni
versity in Sioux City this
Saturday. Tickets can be
bought at the door. This
is their first season as a
club in league play and it
is hoped that through ex
perience, they will make
a good showing for Dordt.
VOLLEYBALL
The volleyball schedule
has been setup and began
at 7:15 pm Monday night.
The fourteen girls' teams
entered are divided into
two leagues. There are
four freshman, sophmore
and junior teams and two
senior teams.
The A League consists
of the Jolly Volleys, Sen
ior Slammers, Return of
the Rubber Duckies, The
Stirring Seven, the Ultra
Brights, Kathie's Kiddies
and Kay's KutLes.
The B League is made
up of the Undertakers,
Carol's Cuties , Lem's
Liquors, Jo's Jokers,
Kathy's Klumsy, Tina's
Tippies andTheKats.The
games begin at 7:15,8:15
and 9:15 respectively with
6 games per night.

SOCCER
ARCHERY
The men's and women b
The victorious "Talisarchery tournament was men"(Fr.) handily knocked
held on Wednesday, Oct off their competitors the
ober 21, 1970. The part- " O d d b a l l s " ( F r . ) a n d t h e
icipationwas very poor as "Cannons" (Jr.) during the
only five women andap- 19701-M soccer schedule,
proximately fifteen men The "Talismen" finished
showed up. In the men's upwitha 3-1 record in the
division, Roger Walstra, three team soccer league,
a senior, took first place the first'of its kind in the
w i t h 183 points. Steve h i s t o r y of Dordt I - M
Kalsbeek, another senior, sports. Second place was
was secondwithl36 points, awarded to the "Cannons"
Mike Mulder (Soph.)placed (2-2 record) and last place
third withl34 points while was given to the "Oddballs"
James Hoogeveen (Jr.)and (1-3 record). Playing in
Bill Ruis (Soph.) tied for good weather and bad,sunfourth position with 124 shine and rain, the boys
points each.
proved that s o c c e r is a
In the women's division, worthwhile part of I-M
Karlyjansen took top hon- sports and that it will deors with a score of 108. finitely be here for years
Marilyn H y b e1s placed to come.
second with a 95 score.
LoisLemmer came third
Keith Vander Zwan and
with 45 points-while Donna
Jo Romyn
Wierenga finished fourth
with 25 points.

Varsity Basketball Schedule
Nov. 20
Nov. 21
* Dec. 1
Dec. 8
* Dec. 11
Dec. 15
Dec. 17
* Jan. 8
* Jan. 13
Jan. 16
Jan. 22
Jan. 29
Jan. 30
Feb. 2
* Feb. 5
* Feb. 10
Feb. 13
Feb. 16
* Feb. 19
* Feb. 23
* Feb. 26

Martin Luther College
Bethel College
Dana College
Dakota State College
Westmar College
Sioux Falls College
Northwestern College
Bethel College
Lea College
St. Paul Concordia
Briar Cliff College
St. Paul Concordia
Pillsbury College
Mt. Marty College
Dakota State College
Martin Luther College
Northeastern Nebraska College
Lea College
Briar Cliff College
Northwestern College
Pillsbury College

Junior Varsity Basketball Schedule
*Nov, 24
* Dec. I
Dec. 4
Dec. 8
* Dec. II
Dec. 17
* Jan. 8
Jan. 11
* Jan. 16
Jan. 22
Feb. 1
* Feb. 5
* Feb. 10
* Feb. 23
* Feb. 26

Northwest Vocational
Sioux Empire
Nettleton
Dakota State College
Westmar College
Northwestern College
Nettleton College
Northwest Vocational College
Spencer Independent College
Briar Cliff College
Sioux Empire College
Dakota State College.
Nettleton College
Northwestern College
Sioux Empire College

* denotes home games
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT CONCERNING
THE SIZE OF STUDENT COUNCIL

Thalians
Strike
Again

Hie following ammend- wants a certain class
M i s s Karen Bokhoven,
Mr. Howard Hall, Dir
ment to the Student By- member elected to the
instructor in Freshman ector of Admissions ,grew
Laws has been passed by council, they would en
German and English, is a up in Michigan, and at
the unanimous vote of the courage him to run.
familiar face on campus; tended Calvin College ,and
The amendment would
Student Council at t h e i r
she graduated with Dordt's graduate school at the Uni
October 28 meeting. This replace Article 1, Section
class of '70.
versity of South Dakota.
was the ammendment pro 1 , o f t h e D o r d t C o l l e g e
When asked • about his
Miss Bokhoven thoroughly
H o w c a n a c h i l d p e r posed by the Student Re Student Association Byenjoys life as a faculty opinion of the Dordt stud ceive the characteristics
Laws.
member even more than ent body, Mr. Hall was of wind, water, rain, and lations Committee and is
Tbisamendment will
in basic agreement with
she did as a student, and most enthusiastic and said
t h e s u n ? H e c a n r e a d I t h e S t u d e n t I n t e r - go before the student body
finds that she appreciates he was especially impres
on November 10, 1970,
about them and gain know the faculty much more than sed by the loyalty, sin ledge of them by listening; ed popular election of one jand requires a two-thirds:
council
member
who
would
before. Although she ad cerity, and determination however, when the child
favorable vote for passage.
mitted feeling a bit "out of of the students. Mr. Hall can actually visualize also serve as the class
The amendment will
president. A student
it" with regards to cam voiced hcpes that the future them and experience them,
council committee which subsequently be presented
p u s a c t i v i t i e s , s h e s a i d would see more offered in he is more impressed and considered both proposals to the faculty for a neces
that her relationships with the field of foreign lang the characteristics be
from each committee de sary two-thirds favorable
old friends in the student uages, perhaps courses come more meaningful. cided that, in effect, there vote before the measure
body haven't changed; at in French and Spanish.
This is a vital perspective is a popular election in becomes law. The followtimes she feels like a
Expansion beyond a one of Paper Thalians.
that, if a group of students i n g i s t h e a m e n d m e n t :
student teaching students. thousand student enroll
What is it all about?
When asked about special ment would be practical Performed by children or Article 1—Student Council
plans or goals, Miss Bok for Dordt, he said, al adults especially for
Section 1 (paragraph 1): Each class shall elect
hoven stated simply that t h o u g h t h e r e w o u l d b e a children,the three to four five members to the Student Council. Hie persons
her aim is to communicate danger of a break-down minute sketches involve elected with the highest number of votes in each
with the freshmen. "I want in the over-all closeness a conflict which is intro class shall be designated Class President; those
to try and help them dis of the Dordt community. d u c e d , d e v e l o p e d , a n d persons with the second highest number of votes in
cover what it is to have a The closing message from resolved. Paper props class shall be designated ClassSecretary-Treasur
C h r i s t i a n a p p r o a c h t o our Director of Admis consisting of various er. In addition to their duties on the Student Coun
German and English. "Miss sions was a call to all s h a p e s a n d s p l a s h i n g cil, these class officers shall perform those class
Bokhoven added that she is students to help the office colors suggest abstract duties appropriate to their office. A President of
impressed by the respon in reaching those who may ions and forces of move the Association shall be elected from the junior
sible attitude of the Fresh never have heard of the ments. For example,blue class by the entire student body. The Dean of Stu
man class towards their o p p o r t u n i t i e s a t D o r d t table paper dragged by a dents shall serve in an advisory capacity.
work. She commented, too, College. Mr. Hall also student may represent a
(paragraph 2): For the year 1970-71 only, a spe
t h at she is happy to see added that his office door
cial
election to enlarge the Student Council will be
stream and three dangling
the student body finally is always open to those in
held
in accordance with the general procedures for
strips of toilet p a p e r
getting involved; beginning financial difficulty of any
elections
to Student Council, within a month of the
loosely attached to a run
to think more deeply and kind.
I
adoption
of
this amendment. The persons in each
ning person mayresemble
seriously about their life
"Where did you come wind. Either with or class receiving the highest majority shall serve as
in college.
f r o m ? W h a t a r e y o u without music? this same Class Presidents; the persons receiving the second
Miss Bokhoven welcomes majoring in '.'""Particularly type of movement is con- highest majority shall serve as Class Secretarythe opportunity to remain a m o n g f r e s h m e n , t h e s e
tinous,with a repetitious Treasurer. After 1970-71 this paragraph, being no
a part of the Dordt com questions stimulate con
longer operative, shall be deleted from the By- Laws
munity. "There is a good versation. Varied though vocal expression. Three of the Dordt College Student Association.
atmosphere here. It helps the answers may be, the essential qualities in
volved are body m o v e 
me.
underlying reason maybe ment or skill, repetition,
"Around the field twice!" connected with one indiv
and music.
s e e m s t o b e o n e o f M r . idual; at Dordt College,
Furthermore, this type
Leonard Rhoda's oft-used t h a t i n d i v i d u a l i s D a n
of
informal acting is the
Next Friday evening the Sweden"'.
phrases in his role of Veldman. Given the title
Mr .Gene Goetz, a Minn
bone of drama itself. As travelogue series will take
coach, basketball skills of Admissions Counsellor, an effective tool used for
its audience on an adventure esota native, graduated
and men's P.E. activities he stimulates high school t e a c h i n g , c h i l d r e n a n d
"to the land of the Vikings-- from Brooks Institute of
instructor. He also teens to come to college, adults as well can creat
a land which remains a Photography in Santa Bar
teaches P.E. 105 a course s p e c i f i c a l l y t o D o r d t
ively relate an incident of delightful blend of old- bara, Calif .Goetz worked
for future elementary C olle ge. His pri mary the Bible or an event in
world charm and twentieth a t a l a r g e t e l e v i s i o n
teachers. A Calvin grad purpose, however, is to
history. The actor be century modernity." "The station in Rochester where
uate, Mr. Rhoda earned i n q u i r e a b o u t t h e i r d e 
he was introduced to the
comes aware of his own
a M.A. degree from Mich s i r e s f o r a c o l l e g e . body movement and vocal Face of Sweden," narrated
techniques of filming doc
by
Mr.
Gene
Goetz,willbe
igan State and has taught Simply, Dan Veldman
umentaries. One of his
in Missouri and Cali listens to the student's qualities, and by utilizing presented in the new gym
documentaries was a nat
these basics of drama,he at 8:00 on Nov. 13.
fornia. He came to Dordt needs, answers his promotes creativity and
i
onal award winner and
because he was interested questions, and applies it
Mr. Goetz promises to was used for instruction
cooperation.
in the P.E. department, t o a c o l l e g e o f f e r .
Ebrdtis involved in this conduct a tour to cos p u r p o s e s i n t h e A u d i o impressed by its facilities, Counsellor? Yes. Stim
type
of drama. As part mopolitan Stockholm, the Visual Department of the
and fascinated by t h e ulation for D o r d t ?
A of their assignment in the city built on islands,where University of Minnesota.
friendliness of faculty and major motive.
F o r s t u d e n t s , t r a n scourse, " C h i l d r e n ' s the s p i r i t of t o d a y ' s
students.
A 1968 Dordt graduate, Drama, "forty students in Sweden is evident and yet ferable season tickets
With the other P. E. Veldman is presently en
i t s O l d T o w n r e t a i n s t h e cost $3.10. Single ad
instructors, Mr. Rhoda rolled in the Michigan State groups of four, will per
serene aura of yesteryear. mission charge is $.75.
form
such
a
sketch
of
in
plans to evaluate the act Master b program,working
Jean Brouwer
formal
drama.
Their
two
i v i t y c o u r s e s a n d l o o k for his guidance counsellor
"Highlights of the tour,"
fold
purpose
is
unique:
i n t o possibilities f o r degree. Throughout the
as the travelogue brochure
Dordt to join league com school year, Veldman will prospective teachers will explains, "include visits
TO WHOM IT MAY
p e t i t i o n , w h i c h w o u l d contact, counsel, advise, acquire a sense of in to the famous Orrefors
CONCERN:
formal
drama
and
how
to
"give added incentive" to a n d u r g e h i g h s c h o o l
glass works, where some
parti cipants. Swimming, s t u d e n t s t o a t t e n d D o r d t conduct it in the class o f t h e m o s t b e a u t i f u l
Hie Diam ond has
f o o t b a l l , a n d t r a c k a r e through chapel speeches, room,and secondly,future leaded glass is fashioned, received a letter for
sports which he plans to society visits, mail outs, teachers will gain an in a n d t o t h e G o y a g u i t a r
the Reader's Forum
organize. He finds P. E. and slide programs fea sight into children by ob producers, makers of which was unsigned.
valuable especially as a turing Dordt's campus and serving their reactions m a g n i f i c e n t C l a s s i c a n d
Since we cannot print
Flamenco guitars .Viewers anonymous material,
means to derive physical activities. Veldman ex during production.
Performing November
benefits, through exercise, plained his enthusiasm by 7, the Paper Thalians wel w i l l r a m b l e t h r o u g h
we urge the author to
to stimulate and promote saying, "Dordt gave me so
scenic
mountains
and
lakes
identify himself and
cooperation, and to ad much. The benefits of come all future teachers to Lapland, the wild, un
discuss
the matter.
and urge them to become settled north of tribesmen
vance sports such as golf concern between faculty
W
e
i
n
s i s t on this
and tennis which would and students,and the fan acquainted with this very and reindeer. Magnificent because we are held
"carry over" into an in tastic kids are the same worthwhile type of educ fishing and rich, green
responsible for every
dividual's personal act as two years ago: friendly, ated recreation.
farming enhance our en
article printed.
ivity.
Diane Rotman
congenial, and receptive.
joyment of 'The Face of
IT

Come, Take Sweden

